
If copying/pasting, eye-drop this text to
ensure a uniform look for all installation
paragraphs.

1.  Toyota Tacoma:
 A. Open the tailgate and remove the  
 vehicle’s taillights by removing the screws  
 with a 10mm socket (A).  Carefully pry the  
 tailights away from the vehicle being  
 careful not to break the alignment tabs.
 
 B. Beginning on the driver's side, locate the  
 vehicle's wiring harness. There will be  
 connection points attached to each  
 taillight matching the ends of the   
 T-Connector.
  
       Toyota T-100:
 Locate the vehicle’s taillight wiring harness  
 near the rear of the frame. This harness will  
 have connection points on the driver and  
 passenger side of the frame with connectors  
 matching the end of the T-Connector (B).

2. Separate the connections, taking care not to 
break the locking tabs. Check to see that the all 
surfaces are free of dirt.  (Clean if necessary.)

3. Beginning on the driver’s side, plug the
T-Connector end with yellow wire between the
wiring connections. Be sure that the 
T-Connector is fully inserted with locking tabs in 
place (C).

4. Toyota Tacoma:
 Route the T-Connector end with the green  
       wire and the 4-flat out through the  hole     
       between the vehicle bumper and body (D).
 Route the green wire to the passenger side  
 up through the hole and insert housing. Be  
 careful to avoid areas that might cut or  
 pinch the wire.  Route the 4-flat underneath  
 the bumper to the center of the vehicle.
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TOYOTA TACOMA
TOYOTA T-100 4. (con’t.)

   
     Toyota T-100:
     Route the T-Connector end with the green
     wire to the passenger side and insert the
     T-Connector housing with the green wire into
     the vehicle’s corresponding housing.

WARNING!
Verify miscellaneous items that may be 
hidden behind or under any surface before 
drilling to avoid damage and/or personal 
injury.

5.  Mount the converter on the vehicle’s frame 
using the double sided tape provided.  Locate a 
suitable grounding point such as the vehicle’s 
frame or crossmember (E). Clean dirt and rust 
proofing from the area.  Drill a 3/32” hole and 
attach the white ground wire using its ring 
terminal and the screw provided.

6.  Secure all loose wires with the cable ties 
provided.

7.  Reinstall all items removed during 
installation.
 



Looking for dependable trailer hitches and towing? Rely on CURT  for quality and long-lasting products.

https://www.carid.com/trailer-hitches.html
https://www.carid.com/curt/
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